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o'RIGINAL CONTRIBUTIONS ------------~-......_ ___ ,_. _____ _ 
A con1parison of the dielectric behaviour of pure ·water 

and hu1nan blood at n1icro,vave frequencies 
' By H. F. CooK, B.Sc., Ph.D., A.I.M.E.E., F.Inst.P., Department of Physics Ar,plied to Medicine, 

The Middlesex Hospital, London, W.l · 
[Pape~ received 21 Fr!bruary, 1952] 

Methods used to measure the complex dielectric constant of water and 1;,lood at frequencies from I · 7 x 109 to 2 · 4 x I 010 c/s are described.· The results obtained for water at temperatures · between O and 60° C are given and analysed with relation to the Debye and the Cole-Cole dispersion equations. The possi_bility that the dispersion in water is characterized by a narrow spectrum of relaxation times is briefly discussed. The complex dielectric constant of whole hurnan blood has been measured at temperatures between 15 and 35° C. The dispersion obscrvi;d is attributecl. entirely to water relaxation. It is shown to fit the Debye dispersion equations if the effects of a .frequency-independent ionic conductivity are allowed for. Comparison of the results for blood with those for water leads to approximate estimates of the erythrocyte intracellular ionic conductivity and haemoglobjn hydration. · 
c,; nart of the initial stage in investigations of the propagation 
.•f ~,yper-high-frequency radio energy in human tissues, a 

Jdv has been made of the dielectric properties of pure water 
. ~,,.i ·blood in the frequency range I· 7 x 109 to 2 · 4 x 1010 c/s. 
!·. -,,:as aliticipated that the electrical behaviour of these liquids 
.,.~uld be similar at such high frequencies, and that a com
" ,,ison would yield information regarding the electrical 
~:L'perties of the intracellular contents of human erythrocytes 
-: their normal environment. 

The anomalous dielectric dispersion of water at micro
,:l"c frequencies h::is been widely in-;estigated in the past. 
rl-;,; serious lack of agreement between the.results of various 
:. rty workers has been atttibuted to several causes, notable 
.. ·,:onr these being the use of scurces produci!:J.g damped 11·es. The advent of siable continuous wave sources of 
~ :crowaves and improved techniques of · measurement has 
•;:bicd more reliable measurements to be made in recent 

. -::,rs. However, at the time of the commencement of the 
;·,sr.nt work serious. discrepancies between the results of the 

.,st re.cent workers were apparent. The work of Connor 
. J Smyth,(1) Abadie,(2) and Saxton and Lane<3) showed lack 

others were apparent. Whereas the latter indicated a single 
relaxation time for water, the Amedcan results showed a -.vide 
relaxation time spectrum to be present. Thus the prese.nt 
work was continued with an object additional to the primary 
enc in that a full investigation of the dielectric behaviour of 
water in its dispersion region might confirm one or other of 
the above conclusions. 

In the case of whole human blood little reliable work in 
any range of f;-equency in the radio frequency spectrum was 

· known to the author. Vvork on the blood of various animals 
has been reporte-d.<6, 7, 8, 9) • and the observed dispersion 
discussed in terms of an extension of Wagner's theory for 
inhomoseneo{rs diefoctrics.<to,"11) The only work at fre
quencks higher than about 109 c/s is that on whole human 
blood by England and Sharples(t 2) and England.<13) Their 
method of measurement of the dielectric constant of blood 
iri the frequency range 3 x 109 to 2·4 X 1010 c/s was not 
well suited to the measurement of a material of such high 
dielectric constant and loss. The present investigation was 
intended to obtain results of higher accuracy than was achieved 
by these workers, and to use similar specimens.at all frequencies . : 2greement regarding the relaxation time when the results 

• ~trc analysed in terms of Debye's dispersion equations:· DESCRIPTION AND PRINCIPLE OF THE 
EXPERI~ENTAL METHODS t 

i 
i, 

,. (* - (00 . 

£ = l + (wr)2 + ("'-
" E'* - E'oo ( =· . WT 

1 + (w-r)2 

f = £
1 
'- j£11 is the dielectric constant at frequency 
w/21T, 

£*and£"' are the low and high frequency values of 
£

1 on either side of a dispersion frequency region 
(£* is not necessarily the static constant) 

, is a generaiized reiaxation time. 

\'<'hile the present work wa8 in progress Collie, Hasted ~nd 
:•.on(4) published the results of a comprehensive investiga
·, uf the dielectric properties of water at microwave fre-

.,.",cies. They pointed out the discrepancies between 
:Y!nus workers' results and claimed that their own satislkd 
:_ Dcbyc equations (with a single relaxation time) within 

-.. : i::,perimental error (approximately ± 2 % in both 
,,;·,d E"). At the same time, the results of workers in 

· --,:r ica c2rne to general notice (M ontgomery<5)) and large 
,:enc-cs between these results and those of Cul.lie a.nd 

The essential feature of the methods used was that the 
measured quantities were largely, or completely, independent ~ 
of an air-liquid reflexion coefficient. With high dielectric 
constant materials the measurement of such a coefficient to 
an accuracy sufficient to obtain ± 1 % accuracy in e' is very 
difficult. Thus methods were employed where the liquid 
propagation constant, oi + j/3, was measured directly, as far 
as possible, to an accuracy commensurate with-limits of error 
of approximately ± 1 % in £

1 and :.l: 2 % in e''. 
The derivation of the relationships between e' - j,/' and 

the propagation constants for materials contained in coaxial 
lines or wave-guides and carrying travelling or standing waves 
is well known<14l and it suffices only to state them: 

e' = [/32 -- oi
2 + (~:f](2:t 

,, 2 /)( ,\ )2 E = Ott-' -
2-;r 

where .\ = free space wavele-ngth and.\,= cut-off wavelength. 
For coaxial lines \ = co for the principal v-·ave, and in t·,.r .. 3, AUGUST 1952 . 249 ** 
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the wave-guide it is dep,mdent 'on the guid~:geometry and 
order of mode. Where >. and ,\ zre known to high accuracy 
it follows that, wh-:n /32 • oi:2, to obtain the required accuracy 
in f.' - jf.'' it is necessary to measure f3 to within ± 0 · 5 % 
and oc to within ± l · 5 %. · 

(a) Methods used at frequencies lower than 5 X 109 r/s. 
To enable a wide frequency range to be covered in one 
apparatus a coaxial line method was employed. This was the 
coaxial version of the twin-wire method used by K_nerr05) 
and Cooper0 6>, and is similar to a method described by 
Abadie. A diagrammatic section of the apparatus is shown 
in Fig. 1. The throry of the method has been given by Knerr 

cut-off attenuator. Frequencies near 3 x [09 c/s I\•" 
' ' . ~ measured to an accuracy of± 0·05% by means of a~·,:\;·, 

wavemeter, while other frequencies were mea5urcJ . 
± 0· I% by the use of a line wavemeter. The plunger me,.~ 
ment was normaliy between l and 4 cm, correspor..diw, , , · 
number of half wavelengths in the liquid equal to, or ; ~::;. 
than, three. It was measured by a micrometer prov:d:., 
length readings accurate to ± 0·01 mm. Temperature 1, . 
controlled by a large water jacket surrounding the app:irJ,._~• 
During a set of observations at any one temperuturc tr ., 
rc:mained constant to within ± 0· 1° C except at the higL,.--: 
temperatures employed. The final accuracy of measurcmt· 
of f3 was estimated to be ± 0 · 4 %, and of a to be ± 21~. f .. 
water at temperatures near room temperature. Thus the b.: 

· accuracy achieved for water was approximately ± I ~{ in , 
, ' (/32 • ,x2) and ± 2 · 5 % in €", with somewhat greater !in:r, 

of error at temperatures lower than IO" C and higher tb, 
30° C. 

lf 
I I -
cm 

A, resonant air section; 
B, thin mica window; 
C, liquid filled section; 
D, plunger, movement of 
which is measured by 
micrometer or scale and 
vernier, F; · E, liquid 
reservoir. (Not shown 
are the joint in the line 
&t B, and th<- water jacket 
which exte:-ids from above 

E to below B.) 

Fig. 1. Diagrammatic section of coaxial line apparatus 
used at frequencies lower than 5 x 109 c/s 

and Cooper. Briefly, the method consists of varying the signal 
output of the air-filled section (previously tuned to resonance) 
by movement of the reflecting plunger in the liquid-filled 
section. Maxima and minima of the signal output occur and 
are related to the position of the plunger. The maxima and 
min.ima recur for successive movements of the plunger 
through n/2/3, and their relative amplitudes are related to oc. 
The accuracy of the method depends upon: 

(i) the stability of the signal generator output power ,rnd 
of the signal detection apparatus; 

(ii) the aci::uracy of measurement of frequency, plunger 
movement and temperature. -· 

At a frequency of 3 x 109 c/s a second method was J:•-. 
used for measurements on water. A cylindrical water-ti!!:; 
wave-guide (H11 ;:node) was provided with a movable pil:k-t; 
loop. The signal output was fed to an air-filled wave-gu; !: 
section, into which was also fed a constant phase output frn.~ 
a cut-off attenuator (see Fig. 2). The attenuation in the wa:-~-. 
filled guide was measured, directly, and f3 was obtained frc:: 

--8--

Fig. 2. Diagram of wave-guide apparatus used 
at 3 x 109 c/s 

A, rack and pinion with scale and -vernier; B, water jackr: · 
C, lossy cable; D, signal generator; E, atte:-iuator; F; rcd:in· 

gu!ar guide, 3 x I in. 

the movements of the pick-up loop providing successh·c r.·- ·, 
in the combined output of the air-filled guide. The aw1r:.,' 
of measurement of both oc and f3 was considered to be ::: ! ' 

The klystron oscillators used were operated from well- giving limits for €' and €
0 of ± 2 %. 

stabilized power supplies derived from automatically regulated (b) Method used at approximately 1010 c/s and 2 · 4 >< IO!'' r •. 
alternators. Their outputs were very stable. Similarly, the Buchanan(I?) h3.s described a null method of measuren:cr: ' 
signal measuring apparatus, consisting of a microwave mixer these frequencies, and the-measurements on water and t•!,~· 
and intermediate frequency amplifier, was operated on were made using his apparatus at 1010 ,:/s, and, at the hi/~· 
independent supplies and gave very stable amplification. frequency, on similar appat'atus set up by Haggis<16l for•;.-'' 1 

The relationship between the second detector current (read on protein solutions. · · ' i · , 

1· 
~ 

t. 
,, ,. 

on a 6 in, I mA full-scale meter) and the relative signal input Briefly, the principle of the method is that on which t ,, 
to the mixer was established by use of inputs from an accurate cylindrical wave-guide method used at 3 x 109 c/s was t,..,-:·-
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311d which followed a suggestion by Buchanan. At the ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS AND COMPARISON J · ;iighcr frequencies, rectangular wave-guide cells were used,.· . WITH PREVIOUS WORK ' i!;e outputs from this and from a cut-off attenuator being fed (a) Water. ~ ;(l the arms of a hybrid tee and thence to a mixer and inter- Analysis. The results for. water were analysed in relation m:diate frequency amplifier. Movements required in the to both the Debye dispersion equations and the empirical ,i~nal pick-up mechanisms of the liquid cell and attenuator to form of these due to Cole and Cole.(19) These authors show <'titain successive nulls in the output of the hybrid tee are that many materials behave in their dispersion regions ,:ircctly related to f3 and a for the H01 mode. An important according to the equation: fc.!ture of the method is that the measurements are largely i:1dcpendent of oscillator output instability, an annoying i,roperty of valves working at these frequencies. The best .,:rnracy attainable for water near room temperature was ;: l % for both e' and e". 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

(a) Water. Results at four frequencies were obtained and 
:,iC listed in Table I. They have all been interpolated from 

Table 1. Experimental values of e' - je" for pure water 1 ,mp, Frequency (e/s) 
,. C) 3·00 X )09 4·63 X 109 9·39 X 109 2·377 X JOl0 O (80·2-j24·0) (71·4 .:...}33·4) (43·4-j41·1) (14·5-j26·5) 5 80·0 20·3) 73· 1 28·7 49·6 39·2 18·0 29·7 'lO 79·4 17·5 74·3 25•2 54·4 37·1 22·0 32·5 :,1 77·7 13·0 74·0 18·8 61 ·5 31 ·6 31 ·0 35·7 ,;G 75·3 9·9o 73·1 14·6 64·8 25·6 38·5 35·6 I ~ 72·6 7•55 70•7 12•0 65·5 20·9 43·0 34·0 

t 
50 69·7 5·9s 68·5 9·40 64·6 17·0 (46·3 30·8) :;;J 66·4 4·60 66·3 7·4o 

;:aphs of a large number of observations made at different :emperatures and at each frequency. Those for 3 x 109 c/s ::re the means from the two methods used at this frequency, :he agreement obtained between these being well ,vithin the ,Jiculated limits of error. 
(b) Whole human blood. The specimens were selected '·0m normal males so that the red cell concentrations were ,,:thin the limits 4·8 to 5·0 x 106 per mm3. The corre•;.onding total cell volume was 43 %, I · 9 mg heparin was "idcd to each 10 ml of whole blood to prevent coagulation. This substance does not ionize, and, in such low concentra-. ::an, it was considered unlikely to affect the electrical properties f the specimens. The measurements were carried out in the i~,paratus used for water. A fortunate result of the use of a ·'.t!ngcr or signal pick-ups moving in the liquid cells was that ·.c blood was kept well stirred by this means alone. Measure·-,:~ts were made at a frequency lower than 3 x 109 c/s (the 

1! 

··,,·est used for water) to give more accurate. information on ·•,: ionic contribution to dielectric loss. The full results, · ·,:,polated from experimental curves through a large ,mbcr of individual observations at each frequency,· are· •:~d in Table 2. , 

( 7:,b!e 2. Expcriment[fl values of e' - je" for whole human ; blood (cell concentration 4·9 X 106 per mm3) 
~ ·.,...,. Frequency (els) 1 '' 1·77 X 109 2·99 X 109 9·39 X J09 2•377 X 1010 
. ' (59-2 - jl7·8) (59·9 -jl9·9) (42·4 -j26·7) ; ' 56·8 17·8 57·5 17· 1 45·5 23·0 (25·0 -j24·8). 
( 

1 

56·2 18·1 56·0 15·9 47·8 19:7 30·2 26·0 t The results are considered to be within ± 2 % for 1:' and , 5 ~{ for e" of the true values for male blood containing •--~rage cells in concentration 4·9 x 106per mm3 (43% of '. ·::1 volume). 

E* - E e-1: = ., 
"" I + (jwT)l-a. 

where a is a parameter depending on the width of a spectrum of relaxation times ~haracterizing the dispersion. For a single relaxation time a is zero and the equation then becomes· identical with the corresponding Debye equation. 
The outcome of the analysis can be summarized as follows: 

(i) The best average fit of the experimental results to values calculated from the Debye equations was obtained if e* was taken as the static· dielectric constant as given by Lattey and others,(20) e., was 5 · O, and the single values of T shown in Fig. 3 were used. Only half the experimental values agreed with calculated ones within the experimental error. 

0 20 40 
temperature tc) 

Fig. 3. Variation of relaxation time with 
temperature for pure water 

(ii) Slightly better overall agreement was obtained between the experimental results and values calculated from the Cole and Cole equation if 1:,., = 4·0 (the far infra-red value<21,22>), a= 0·02 at all temperatures, and ·T had values approximately 2 % lower than those of Fig. 3. In this case two-thirds of the experimental results agreed with calculated ones within experimental limits of error. · 
(iii) In both the above cases e"'· was assumed independent of temperature. Improved agreement was obtained when e00 was allowed to vary with temperature, but the results are not sufficiently accurate to warrant any conclusions regarding any systematic dependence of e,., on temperature. Similarly, in (ii), agreement was improved when a was allowed to vary with temperature. 

It must be concluded that the accuracy of the present results is not sufficiently high to be able to state that the anomalous dispersion of water is definitely characterized by a single relaxation time and a temperature.independent 1:00 , The possible existence of a narrow relaxation time spectrum r Vol. 3, AUGUST 1952 
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H.F. 
cannot be ruled out. The latter possibility is attractive in that 
the far infra-red results can be linked with those in the micro
wave region without introducing an additional dispersion 
proce.ss at frequencies between the two regions. 

Comparison with previous work. Good agreement exists 
. between the present results and those of Collie and others. 
The relaxation times shown in Fig. 3 are within 2 % of these 
workers' values. Whereas Collie and others found E00 = 5 · 5 
gave the best average fit to the Debye equations, the present 
.work provides a lower estimate of 5 · O. It shouid be noted 

· that their experimental results can also be fitted reasonably 
well to the Cole and Cole equation with ex> 0. The results 
referred to by Montgomery are approximately consistent with 
.the Cole and Cole equation with E00 = 15 and ex= 0· 19 and 
differ markedly from the present results and those of Collie 
and others. _The large discrepancies may be due to the use by the American workers of techniques unsuited to dielectric 
measurements on water. Saxton analysed the results of 
Saxton and Lane and found water to obey the Debye equations with Eoo = 5 · 5. Later work (private communication) by Saxton and Lane suggests 4 · 9 as the value of E00 to use in . 
the Debye equations to obtain best agreement between theory 
and experiment. 

(b) Whole blood: Hhas been shown by Danzer and by Schwan that the dispersion of the dielectric constant of animal · 
blood at frequencies lower than 108 c/s can be explained 
approximately in terms of an extension of the theory for 
inhomogeneous dielectrics due to Wagner.<23) The effects of • 
dispersion due to inhomogeneity are, however, negligibly 
small at frequencies higher than 109 c/s.<8) E' remains 
constant over a small range in the region of this frequency. The present results show dispersion at frequencies higher than 
this and it is reasonable to conclude that this is due to the 
large water content and not inhomogeneity. 

Therefore, the results. were analysed in relation to the 
Debye equations, in which an additional term was includc:d 
to allow for ionic conductivity, a. It is assumed that a is 
independent of frequency at hyper-high frequencies. It was 
found that all the experimental results agreed with values 
calculated from the. modified Debye equations, within the 
experimental limits of error, if, in these, E00 was taken as 4 · 5 
and the values of the other constants used were as in Table 3. 

Table 3. Whole· blood-constants derived from analysis of 
experimental results 

Temp.(° C) 

15 62·0 
58·0 
56·0 

T (sec) 

1·19 X 10-11 
0·90 X 10-11 
0·70 X 10-11 

· a(Q-1 cm-I) 

0·010 
0·012 
0·014 

25 
35 

Comparison of the values of E' - jE" at 35° C in Table 2 
can be made with the results of England and Sharples, and 
England, for a temperature of 37° C. Allowing for the wider 
range of cell concentrations and higher temperature of their 
specimens, reawnable agreement exists between the two sets of results. ,-

DISCUSSION OF THE DIELECTRIC 
PROPERTIES OF BLCOD 

For the purposes of this discussion the effect of cells other 
than erythrocytes present in blood will be neglected, since the 
erythrocytes far outnumber the other cells. 

(a) Dispersion at radio frequencies. The phenomena 

Cook d' . . f f • . 1 .• h . II geneous me mm cons1stmg o strata o matena s wit d1ffer~:A 
dielectric constants and ionic conductivities and showed tbq 
dispersion would result. Wagner extended the theory to coi·t;f the case of spheres, and bodies of other shapes, suspended i•• l 
a medium of different dielectric properties. This Max\reii 1 
Wagner theory is well established and has been discussed b.; 
many authors (see, for instance, JacksonC24> and Hartshorn(251;.i Briefly, the theory proposes that dielectric dispersion qccu,.i 
in such a heterogeneous medium as a result of restricted moyt~ 
ment of ions at the boundaries of the constituents. r0; j example, if a constant potential difference is set' up in such .; '. 
medium, ionic accumulations occur at the boundaries of thJ 
constituents. These lead to polarization electromotive fore,~•~ 
being set up in opposition to the applied potential difference.] 
and then to a simple, or complex, exponential decay of curre11: / 
depending on the number of different types of bound;u \ ' 
present. This.is a relaxation process and can be described t;~ 1 
dispersion equations similar in form to those ofDebyc r,_:, J 
dipole relaxation. . •l 

Danzer applied the theory to the type of inhomogenci,. t 
represented by blood and derived equations which can t,'.: I ~~ . - I 

, · Es - E* *. l 
E =:' .I + w1T2 + E l 

.(Es - E*) w 2T ! 
· u = as + (1 + w2T2) 41r 4 

' 1, where Es is the dielectric constant at zero frequency, 
E* is the value of E' between the dispersion regions dt,c 

to inhomogeneity and water relaxation, 
as is the conductivity at zero frequency, 
a is the conductivity at a frequency, w/21r, 
T is a time constant (relaxation time), related to t\;~ 

radius and thickness of the cell membnu~e ai\J 
its dielectric constant, and to the conductivity of 
its contents. 

Schwan has used Danzer's equations to discuss the cfo
persion of blood observed at frequencies well below those o:· 
microwaves. He shows that the published results on anir:rc:i 
blood are approximately consistent with the theory if E, is 
about 5 000 and Tbetween 10-7 and 10-s sec. Confirmatio:, 
that blood has such a high dielectric constant at low frequcn~:· 
is provided by the results of lwase who obtained E' = 3 I ~0 
at 30 kc/s for rabbits' blood at l 4 · 5° C. Rajcwsky anJ 
Schwan have more recently obtained results on sheep's bloc.! 
at wavelengths between 36 · 5 and 185 cm, showing agreemcr;; 
between the experimental results and those calculated fror.; Danzer's equations. · · · · 

The present results have provided the values of E* and o. 
No measurements were made of Es for the specimens used i~; 
the investigation, but as was measured at 1 000 c/s in a cd designed to minimize the effects of polarization. Using tl:c 
values thus obtained for a., and those for a from Tabk J. the time constants, T, for human blood have been calculate•.: 
on the assumption that Es - E~ = 5 000. Table 4 fo:s 
the results. 

Table 4. Whole blood-the time constant, T 
Temp. (0 C) 

15 
25 
35 

a, (0-1 cm-I) 

0·0050 
0·0060 
0·0072 

a(Q-lcm-1) 

0·010 
0·012 
0·014 

T(sec) 

8·9 X 10-s 
7·4 
6·5 

1 
; 
l. 
i 
l 
! 

observed can be discussed in terms of Wagner's extension of Following Schwan, these values of T are approxi111:l!d:: Maxwell's theory for inhomogeneous dielectrics possessing consistent with the following·. properties of spherical cc!!:· ionic conductivity. MaxweHconsidercd the case of a hetero- internal conductivity 0·01 n~ 1 cm- 1, membrane dielcc«.: • 
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A comparison of the dielectric behaviour of pure water and human blood at microwa11e freque!1cies constant = 6, membrane thickness = 30 A, and cell radius = ~ x J0- 4 cm. The foregoing shows that the ionic contribu- _ ;ion to dielectric loss observed at hyper-high frequencies is n.:asonably consistent with existing· dispersion theories and :ioproximate cell data. It will now be of value to compare the ,,bscrved microwave ionic conductivity of whole blood with ,hat of blood plasma, since this leads to information regarding :h,: internal conductivity of the cells. (b) Intracellular conductivity. The relationship between the specific conductivity of whole blood, blood plasma and cdl contents given by Danzer can be written 

U = U1(1 + 3p U2 '-· UI ) 
U2 + 2ul _ where u, a1, and a2 are the conductivities of whole blood, !,lood plasma, and cell fluid respectively, and p is the volume 

in this frequency region is characterized approximately by a single relaxation ti,me. Comparison of the relaxation tiines of blood with those of water at the same temperature shothe former to be nearly 10 ~I,; longer. Tbus the dispersion in blood can be attributed to water relaxation with times in-. creased probably by hydrogen bond formation to active groups of other types of molecule. (A large increase in relaxation time has recently been reported when. water associates with dfoxan.)(31, 32) 

1 ,oncentration of cells. . _ . 

(ii) Interpretation of e* in terms of hydration. Comparison can also be made between the values of e* for blood and water. In the case of blood it can safely be assumed that . contributions to the polarization correspcmding to e* from protein relaxation are negligibly small, swnce the relaxation times of proteins in aqueous solution lie in the region of 10-1 sec.CJJ) The polarization can then be attributed to the orientation polarization of water molecules and to the atomic and electronic polarizations of all the constituents of blood.· 

This appears to be the approximation for spheres at low ' rnncentration to the relation derived by FrickeC26l for any suspension: 
a - a

1 a
2 

- a
1 

_, --~=p~---. .a + xa1 a2 + xa1 ,1 here x is a numerical factor dependent on the shape 'of the o:,1spended particles and on a2/a1• For spheres, x = 2, and, when a nearly equals al> the equation can be.simplified to the :orm given by Danzer. · 
• Applying Fricke's relation to blood at microwave fre~uencies it is necessary to assume that the cell membrane :·:actance is negligible at such frequencies, and that the ;dation holds for high concentrations. Fricke<27l has shown ,he theory to apply in the cases of the low-frequency con- . ,;activity of blood ar..d of cream up to a concentration of e% of cream in skimmed milk. He has also given the ·,:,lues of x for spheroids of various axial rati_os and for the full ·:!nge of variation of a2 /a1.<26> It is established<28> that ~;;man erythrocytes behave electrically at low frequencies r2,cording to Fricke's relation) as oblate spheroids of axial ::itio 1 : 4. Table 5 shows the results of calculations made .. '<ing Fricke's equation. Here, the ionic conductivities of 

fable 5. Whole blood-ionic conductivities of blood, plasma, and cell contents 

! 
l 

Temp. 
(' C) 

15 
25 
35 

Blood 

0·010 
0·012 
0·014 

a(Q-lcm-1) 
Plasma Cells X ~ 0·0108 . 0·0090 1·90 0·0128 0·0100 1·92 0·0155 0·0122 l ·88 

l. ~,,le blood are taken from Table 3, and those for the plasma h.: the ionic conductivities measured at low frequency l tX'rO c/s} and assumed to be unchanged at hyper-high '-':quencies. 
Tht ionic conductivity of the intracellular fluid is lower ·,n that of the plasma, the ratio of the two being approxi-. ' .tdy that calculated from published data<29) for the ion , •~nee of normal human erythrocytes and plasma. There :;s:ars to be no previous dielectric work on human erythro·=S leading to an estimate of intracellular conductivity. '.!~ anci Curtis<J0) list the results of several workers on the r's of other animals. The present work indicates that the :sreilular ionic conductivity of human erythrocytes is t'lcr than that for erythrocytes of other animals. 
Tiw dispersion of the dielectric constant in the mkrowal'c region. 

1} Relaxation time. It has been noted that the dispersion 

When the value of e* for blood is calculated using any · existing dielectric theory for solutions, mixtures or suspensions, it is found that the experimental value is lower than the calculated one. Following previous workers, the explanation for this is that some water is bound in such a way to ions and proteins as not to contribute to orientation polarization. Estimates of hydration can thus be ~de from a comparison of dielectric constants, the estimate depending upon which dielectric theory is assumed to apply. · Dielectric measurements at frequencies lower than ia -the microwave region have already been used to obtain hydration estimates. Errara<34) and Girard and Abadie{35> have worked with colloidal suspensions, gluten and other systems. Much of the work done on protein solutions has: be-:n summarized · by Oncley. More recently, Hasted und others<36l showed that dielectric measurements at microwave frequencies could lead to hydration estimates in aqueous ionic solutions, and Haggis and others have extended the work to protein solutions. In the present case of blood a hydration estimate for haemoglobin can be made. It is necessary to use a dielectric theory accounting for inhomogeneity since the dielectric constant of the cell contents differs from that of the plasma. The dielectric theories of Maxwell,<37l WienerC38) and Fridre<39> all lead to the relation · 
· E - e1 ( €2 - El ) --=p 

E + XE1 €2 + XE1, 
identical in form to the conductivity equation. Hence e, e1 and e2 refer to the suspension, suspending ;and suspended media respectively. x is Fricke's numerical factor, dependent on shape and e2/e1• 

Table 6 gives the dielectric cc,nstants, e*, of blood pla!Sma, whole blood and red cell contents. · 

Table 6. Whole blood-the dielectric constatrt. £*, of blood, plasma and cell contents 
Temp. &• c· C) Blood Plasma Celli 
15 62·0 78·3 43·9 25 58·0 74·3 40·1 35 56·0 70·6 39·8 

Those for plasma have been·calculated from pure water values allowing for ionic and protein depression of the dielectric constant. The erythrocyte values have been obtained using the above equation with P' = 0·43 and x = I• 70 (from Fricke, for oblate spheroid of axial ratio 1 : 4). From the values of e* for red cell contents one can proceed 
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to derive the partial -..;olume ··of the intracellular hydrated haemoglobin. It will be assumed that the erythrocyte contents represent an inhomogeneous dielectric and that the above relation applies. Using average cell dataC40) apd . assuming a hydrated haemoglobin molecule is equivalent to · an oblate spheroid of axial ratio = 1 : 2 and x = l ·72, the .. partial volumes and hydration estimat.::s shown in Table 7 have been obtained. · 

Table 7. Human erythrocytes-partial volume and.hydration 
of haemoglobin 

Temp. Partial PO!wne h .. yt!ration <· C) Hb. + H'aler Rb. (g water per g) 
· 1 15 0·340 0·266 0·21 

25 0·361 0-266 0:21 
35 0·.340 0·266 0·21 

The further assumptions that have been made are: (a) the partial molar volume of haemoglobin= 0·75, (h) the hydrated haemoglobin molecules have a dielectric constant of 2·0 and are dispersed in a medium of dielectric constant equal to that of a saline solution of ionic conductivity as shown in Table 5, and (c) constituents other than water, haemoglobin and ions occupy I · 5 % of the total volume and have a dielectric constant of 2·0. 
Full consideration of all the limits of error involved shows that, as in all hydration estimates, ,the accuracy of the final estimate is very low. The best that can be claimed here is that the haemoglobin hydration for human erythrocytes is 0·23 ± 0· 16 g water per g, assuming the inhomogeneous dielectric theory to apply. Ag,eement with the results of Haggis and others, who used aqueous solutions of haemoglobin, is reasonably good, though t_he hydration in a living cell may differ from that in a more dilute aqueous solution. It should be noted that if the hydration is calculated from simple volume proportions(4t, 9> the estimate obtained is approximately double the above figure. 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY 
(a) Water. The present results show that the dispersion in water is such that €' falls through the dispersion region from the static value to a value of 5·0 if a single relaxation time is assumed; but also that a fall to the infra-red value of 4·0 is equally possible if relaxatiol! is characterized by a narrow spectrum of relaxation times. A decision between the two would only be possible if results of greater accuracy over a wider frequency range were, obtainable. This would also enable any variations of € 00 , with temperature to be detected. 

(b) Blood. 
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The spectrophotometry of light sources 
f. 

By s. T. HENDERSON, Ph.D., F.Inst.P;, and M. B. HALSTEAD, B.Sc., Grad.Inst.P., Thorn Electrical Industries Ltd., London [Paper first received 21 February, and in fi11al form 24 lvfarch, 1952] 
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The calibration and use of simple, non~automatic equipment for spectrophotometry of light sources is described, with particular attention to precautions required for accuracy. The computation of chromaticity from the spectral energy distribution curves is illustrated, with results for a variety of lamps. These results show better agreement with visual colorimetry than in other recently published work. The change of chromaticity of fluorescent lamps with varied loading is analysed by the same methods, and the application to the study of phosphors briefly mentioned. 
Sp,xtrophotometry has been ~idely practised in the determina-\iclll of transmittance and reflectance factors, and perhaps to 0 lesser degree in the study of light sources. Automatic i:1struments have been developed for this latter application.(l-3) The methods used, whether in automatic operation or other;, ise, are well known in principle, and are surveyed in a .':ational Bureau of Standards handbook,<4) but there is often ~ lack of experimental detail available to guide those interested i:1 the technique. This paper shows how, with some pre:Jutions, simple apparatus may be used to give results which .. re not inferior in accuracy to those obtained by more elatorate methods, and which are valuable in problems con-:.:rning fluorescent lamps. · 

A stabilized a.c. supply and half-wave rectifier circuit provided the multiplier with about 1 kV during operation. while a potential divider ('.:::'. 2 MO total resistance) supplied about 100 V to each of the nine stages of amplification and about 50 V between the anode and the ninth dynode. The output was fed through a universal shunt (10 ill) to a d'Arsonval galvanometer ( 450 Q) by the Cambridge Instrument Co. Ltd . with a sensitivity of about I 300 mm/µ,A at l m, which was the scale distance used. For calibration -of the apparatus by light of known s.e.d. a 1 kW tungsten projector lamp standardized for colour temperature was found convenient, with a magnesium oxide screen illuminated thereby fixed in front of the spectrometer slit. 

PROCEDURE 

The. curve of spectral energy distribution (s.e.d.) in the ,i,ib!e region, expressed as energy per unit wavelength :1,crval against wavelength, is fundamental to considerations ~; colour and colour rendering. Examples of its use are: .:) the chromaticity or colour appearance of the light source .:1n be calculated from this curve, while the agreement with , visual match on a reliable colorimeter is a crucial test of ·~e accuracy of the experimental work; (ii) the curve is of . :,nsiderable value in the investigation of solid inorganic t :·:iosphors, especially those in which preparative conditions !· ~:c critical for the development of any desirable type of t :-:;ission; (iii) ·the s.e.d. curve can be reduced to luminance 

After an initial period of running to stabiliz~ the multiplier circuit and the fluorescent lamp, and to fatigue the photosurface, readings ,vere taken of the galvanometer deflexion for each 50 or 100 A interval on the wavelength drum, proceeding from red to blue. The total voltage on the multiplier was held constant at a value in the range l 000-1 050 V by a variable l MQ resistor in series, and the lamp loading controlled over the narrow range necessary by a variable resistor in series with the choke. Galvanometer deflexions were restricted to about 35 cm, above which a higher range on the. universal shunt was introduced. This was chiefly required for the mercury line measurements which in the final form of the experiment were made after the readings through the spectrum of the phosphor bands. For each mercury line the maximum was found by trial adjustment of the drum, and two separate peaks recorded for the yellow doublet. 

:,linates instead of energy. From this, any division can be -.. ~de into bands of specified wavelength intervals with a view 1 '' measuring the total luminance in each band. This method, /· .• 
--obably not yet in its final form, provides a concise though i ,· ;iroximate description of the colour rendering properties of \ ~ light source. 

I' APPARATUS For calibration, numerous separate runs were ,made with 
~ wavelength spectrometer' by Adam Hilger Ltd., with the tungsten lamp at a colour temperature of 2 848° K (old 
,,s prism (n = l · 74) and wavelength drum was used as a temperature scale), firstly with an unstabilized a.c. supply with 

· ,iochromator with the entrance slit narrower than the exit Variac control, which produced some unsteadiness in the 
:, the latter normally at constant width (see below). The resulting deflexions; secondly by a d.c. battery supply, with 

-:ranee slit received light directly from a fluorescent lamp much improved stability. The observations agreed closely 
-:id vertically and run at constant wattage or current as with the averaged a.c. · ones. The smooth curve resulting 

:, ',ired. The whole of the emergent beam from the spectro- from the mean of ten-sets of d.c. observations was taken for 
I ~;er was received on the cathode of a I P22 photo- the derivation of a table of factors F (F;. = relative energy at X 

· .!ti plier cell by Radio Corporation of America mounted in of Planck radiator at 2 848° K/deflexion at A), determined at -;:,ta! box provided with a tube fitting into the exit tube of each wavelength normally used, including those of the mercury 
: 'rcctrometer. The sensitivity of this multiplier extends lines, for application to all the readings taken for other light 
.:J into the red end of the spectrum: its very much higher sources. The effects of variable e,ut waveband (in A), uneven 
,i1ivity at the blue end is compensated by increasing photocell sensitivity and certain instrument errors, were thus 
'.lfPtion in the yellowish glass of the spectrometer prism. eliminated, while the error due to divergence of the standard 
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